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Community: It’s the Only Way to Bank 
A Message From Joey Root, President & CEO

A Community is defined as a group of people living in the same place or having a particular
characteristic in common. A further definition of community is a feeling of fellowship with others, as a
result of sharing common attitudes, interests, and goals. 

April is National Community Banking Month. During this month, we community bankers are asked to
reach out to our customers and the entire community and let them know how much we appreciate
them. First Liberty is entirely dependent on the communities we serve – it’s where we find our
customers, it’s where we find our employees, and to the extent possible, we use vendors located in
our community. 

Most of our clients are small, local businesses and folks that make greater Oklahoma City their home. 
You are our doctor, our accountant, our kid’s homeroom teacher. We are friends, neighbors, and
customers of your businesses. Hopefully, we are your banker. 

The largest banks are very important to the overall United States and Global economy. However,
small, community banks are also critical. It is the fact that we are in your community, that we have
shared interests, attitudes, and goals. We get to know our clients – their stories, their families, their
hopes and dreams. This in-depth knowledge allows us to extend credit and provide financial services
to customers in ways that would be impossible for our nation’s largest banks. Lending to small
businesses is particularly important as it relates to community banks – after all, over 50% of our
workforce is employed at a small business. 

We will see you soon – some of you in our bank lobby and many others somewhere out in this great
community we share. 

Please don't hesitate to contact me at 405.608.1903 or jroot@myfirstliberty.com if there is anything I
can do for you.

Best regards,

Joey P. Root

President & CEO
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VA Loans 101
Learn more about VA loans and how they can assist active-duty
military and veterans

Serving as a member of the United States Military can be one of the most arduous and difficult jobs
imaginable. In return, many financial organizations have gone out of their way to provide active and
retired members of the military with special discounts and offers.

One of the most common of these financial options is a Veterans Affairs mortgage, better known as a
VA loan. All too often, however, veterans and active-duty military members have lingering questions
about exactly what a VA loan is and who is eligible for it.

What is a VA loan?

According to its simplest definition,
a VA loan is a specialized loan
issued by a private lender that is
insured by the Department of
Veterans Affairs. Hal M. Bundrick
of NerdWallet points out that the
Department of Veterans Affairs
does not issue out these loans.
Instead, the Department of
Veterans Affairs insures a portion
of the loan in the scenario of a
default.

The loans themselves are issued
out by a set of third-party financial
organizations. According to the
Department of Veterans Affairs
website, VA loans are most often
used for mortgages. This includes
the purchasing of a home, condominium or unit in a VA-approved project, as well as the costs needed
to build a home.

Bundrick warns that these third-party vendors can often add stipulations of their own to VA loans and
therefore, just like with any other loan, eligible veterans and active-duty military members will want to
shop around for the best deal.

VA loan eligibility

Eligibility for a VA loan is a bit more complicated than simply being an active or retired military
member. There are several additional requirements that must be met. Polyana Da Costa of Bankrate
explains that active-duty military members generally qualify for a VA loan only after completing six
months of service. The required time of service is six years for reservists or members of the National
Guard, unless they are called to active duty, in which case they gain eligibility after 181 days.

During periods of war, active members of the military are eligible after 90 days of service. The
Department of Veterans Affairs website lists the required amount of service that veterans must have
completed during their tours of service in detail, depending on when they served.

Da Costa goes on to explain that spouses of military members are sometimes eligible for VA loans as
well, depending on the situation at hand. Some such scenarios where spouses would qualify involve
their partner dying while on active duty or passing away as a result of a disability acquired during their
service.



VA loan benefits

One reason so many veterans and active military members choose to take out a VA loan is due to the
various benefits that one supplies. For example, down payments aren’t usually required for a VA loan.
Furthermore, Bundrick explains that mortgage rates are typically lower than those found for traditional
loans. This can help veterans and active-duty military look into purchasing properties that would
typically be out of their reach.

One of the largest benefits of a VA loan is that they don’t require a minimum credit score to qualify.
However, just because the loans themselves don’t require a minimum credit score doesn’t necessarily
mean the third-party financers that issue them out won’t. Still, the credit scores that most lenders ask
for aren’t very high, either. Da Costa explains that most lenders require a minimum credit score of
620.

If military personnel have served or are in the process of serving their country, and if they meet the
given requirements, a VA loan will likely be their best option for financing their next home.
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Guide to Investing in Your 30s
If you’re in your 30s, now is the time to prioritize investment

Your 30s are a time of transition. While you are no longer in the beginning years of adulthood,
retirement is still far away. Investing may seem like less of priority than starting a family, purchasing a
home or paying off student loans.

While these are important goals, your 30s are a crucial decade for investing. According to finance
writer Paula Pant in an article for The Balance, if you begin saving for retirement at age 30, you will
need to save at least 15 percent of your income to retire at age 65.

Whether you’ve already prioritized investing or need a place to begin, these are some options to help
you build wealth and save for retirement.  

Focus on your 401(k)

If your employer offers a 401(k),
maxing it out is one of the most
important investing steps you can
take in your 30s. According to the
IRS, the maximum you can
contribute in 2018 is $18,500. Your
contributions are taken from your
paycheck before taxes and are not
taxed until you make withdrawals
for retirement. “Perhaps best of all,
many employers will match your
contributions, at least up to a cap,”
finance writer Arielle O’Shea notes
in a February 2017 article for
NerdWallet. “That’s free money you
won’t find through other offerings.”
If you’re unable to contribute the
maximum amount to your 401(k),
taking full advantage of your
employer’s match is a good place to start.

Consider a Roth IRA

If you’ve maxed out your 401(k), or if you don’t have access to one, consider opening a Roth IRA.
According to O’Shea, Roth IRA contributions “go in after tax, which means no tax in retirement. Your
money also grows tax-free in a Roth IRA.” For 2018, the IRS says you can contribute $5,500 to a
Roth IRA unless your income is above $120,000.

Other investment accounts

Beyond your 401(k) and Roth IRA contributions, investing in stocks is another avenue to consider.
Picking individual stocks is one option, although successfully doing so requires a high level of
research and expertise. Another option is an index fund. According to finance writer Dayana Yochim
in an August 2017 article for NerdWallet, “When investors buy an index fund, they get a well-rounded
selection of many stocks in one package without having to purchase each individually. And because
these funds simply hold all the investments in a given index … management fees tend to be low. The
result: Higher investment returns for individual investors.”

Investment risk 

Any investment involves risk. However, O’Shea writes, “Risk is one reason there’s such emphasis on



Any investment involves risk. However, O’Shea writes, “Risk is one reason there’s such emphasis on
investing when you’re young—young people have a long time horizon before retirement, which means
they can worry less about short-term volatility. That allows them to accept risks that should lead to
higher average returns over the long term.” For example, stocks offer a higher return on investment,
but they are also riskier. Bonds and mutual funds carry less risk but a lower return rate. A more
aggressive investment strategy for your 30s might emphasize a heavier allocation of stocks with a
smaller percentage of bonds. Then, as you get older, you can slowly shift your investments to focus
on safer holdings. 

While in your 30s, it is important to prioritize investing in retirement, especially if you’re only just
getting started. Whether that’s the case or you’re building on what you’ve invested, the additional
effort will help put you on the path to peace of mind and a secure retirement.
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Q & A Skye Ford

At First Liberty, we are always looking for ways to serve our community, including getting to know you
better. We want to be the type of bank who knows your name. We also want you to get to know us
better. Each month, we will be featuring one of our employees for all of us to learn more about each
other.

Where did you work before FLB?
I was a vet assistant for 4 years at Chisholm Trail Veterinary Hospital.

Tell us a little bit about what you do here.
As the receptionist, I get to greet and assist all customers who walk through the doors. I am generally
the first one people talk to when calling FLB for any reason.  I get to experience working in all
departments of banking, but mainly, I’ll do tasks as needed to help make the busy schedule of our
loan department a little smoother.

What is your favorite part of working here?
My favorite part about working here is the people I get to work with every day, as well as some of the
most genuine customers! Since day one, everyone has been so friendly and welcoming, almost like a
family type atmosphere. 

If you could pick anyone to have lunch with (real or fictional, dead or alive) who would it be
and why? 
John Wayne. Id like to know what it was like to be a cowboy in those days! 

What are some of your favorite things to do outside of work? 
Outside of work, I enjoy doing adventurous outdoor activities such as kayaking, fishing, hunting, and
watching my favorite sport, rodeo.

What’s your favorite vacation spot?
I’ve actually never been on any vacations. But I worked in Taos, NM once and it was gorgeous. I think
that would be my first option for a vacation destination, and then a white sand beach!



What might people be surprised to know about you?
Out of all my family, I’m the only one who is taller than 5’1…I’m 5’8
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Why a Thorough Business Plan Is Important
A solid plan is the first step toward enhancing your new business’s
growth

If you’ve recently started or are about to start your own business, you might be wondering if it’s really
necessary to have a business plan. While it might seem like a lot of work, making a business plan is
essential for the success, direction and reputation of your small business. Here are just a few perks of
having a business plan as well as some tips for writing one.

The benefits of a business plan

For starters, a business plan forces
you to research the market and
know your competitors, as Dave
Lavinsky, contributor with
Growthink, explains. For example,
if there are already a ton of hair
salons in your area, you might
want to consider starting a
business with a different focus.

A plan will also focus your
resources and guide you when
making decisions. As Lavinsky
expresses, “Without a business
plan, you may shift your short-term
strategies constantly without a view
to your long-term milestones.”

As entrepreneur, business planner
and angel investor Tim Berry states in his guest post in Entrepreneur, a business plan is also
essential if you’re trying to secure any investors or lenders for your business. Additionally, Shanika
Chapman, contributor with Chron, advises, “Investors want to see that you’ve set milestones and
implemented realistic tools to measure your success.”

A business plan will also establish certain objectives for both managers and employees, as Berry
advises. It cements your business goals so that your team is not just on the same page, but also
tracking and following up on the implementation of those goals.

How to make a business plan

If you own a small business, then you’ll want to craft a business plan. While some experts claim that
only a one-page plan is necessary, it’s best to cover all of your bases by going with a longer 20- to
30-page business plan. That way, you can dialogue with lenders and investors, who will expect to
review this longer, more comprehensive format.

Make sure your plan has the following parts, advises Susan Ward, contributor with The Balance:
executive summary, business/industry overview, market analysis/competition, sales and marketing
plan, ownership and management plan, operating plan and financial plan.

To give you a head start on crafting a business plan from scratch, a few of the sections can be defined
as follows:

The executive summary is a one-sentence pitch that states what your business does, what
products/services you offer and the overarching goal of your business.

The business/industry overview gives a summary of the industry and states how your business



The business/industry overview gives a summary of the industry and states how your business
will market itself in light of the current market and your competitors.

The operating plan establishes the physical requirements your business will need, including
logistics like staff, office/retail space and equipment.

The financial plan is perhaps the most vital part of your business plan, as Ward expresses. It
lays out your business’s expenses and profits. As Jeremy Marsan, contributor with Fit Small
Business, explains, if you’re starting a new business, this section should be a prediction of
revenue and expenses for the next two to three years. If you’ve already launched your
business, however, then this section should list your financial history for the past one to three
years.

Writing a thorough business plan might not be the most fun task you do as you start and grow your
business. However, it’s definitely a crucial step to perform if you want your business to thrive, have
focus and have a well-crafted roadmap that wins over lenders and investors.
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New Staff Added
Welcome Nancy and Jennifer!
Please help us welcome new employees Nancy Permenter and Jennifer Tou. Nancy is a Pre-Post
Loan Administration Assistant and Jennifer is assisting with Accounts Payable. We are glad you are
here! 
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April is Community Bank Month

Thank you for choosing to Bank Locally with First Liberty Bank! 
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Armstong Baby Shower

First Liberty held a "Diapers & Donuts" baby shower for Tracy, Cameron and baby Bryn
Armstrong.
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Important Information for Business Accounts

Please don't hesitate to contact us at 405.608.4500 if you have any questions regarding this
notice.
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Feliz Cinco de Mayo!

Cinco de Mayo (Fifth of May) commemorates Mexico's victory over the French army at the Battle of
Puebla in 1862. Celebrate this occasion with a scrumptious spread of food from south of the border.
Here is Taste of Home's ultimate Cinco de Mayo party recipes.

No-Fuss Avocado Onion Salad
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Coolest Reveals from Auto Show Season
Check out the hottest cars from this year’s auto shows

Annual auto shows have historically been used as platforms for automakers to show off their current
lineups and to pull back the veil of new production and concept vehicles. Although some automakers
are choosing to have separate bespoke revealing events, this year’s auto show season is still rife with
impressive vehicles.

Honda EV Concepts

Honda has recently revealed concept vehicles that hark back to the brand’s successful past. They
started with the Urban EV Concept at the Frankfurt Motor Show, which featured the styling of the
brand’s first-generation Civic updated for an all-electric future. Then Honda revealed the Sports EV
Concept at the Tokyo Motor Show, which applied the same sharp design and nostalgic look to a
roadster body style.

2019 Lincoln Nautilus

Lincoln is in the process of
updating its lineup and abandoning
its old “MK” naming system for its
SUVs. At the L.A. Auto Show it
revealed the 2019 Lincoln Nautilus,
which replaced the old MKX and
joined the Navigator and
Continental in the luxury brand’s
redesigned lineup.

2019 Ram 1500

The reveal of Ram’s new
generation of pickup trucks was
greatly anticipated. The brand
unveiled a truck with wide-ranging
improvements, such as a strong
update to its looks and the addition
of the eTorque mild hybrid system
to its powertrain options.

2019 Ford Ranger

The Ford Ranger nameplate disappeared from the North American market back in 2011, although it
has lived on as an international model called the T6. However, as the market has swung undeniably
and strongly toward the sales of trucks and crossovers, Ford has returned a few variations of the
Ranger to North America. All variations use a twin-turbocharged EcoBoost engine that produces 280
horsepower and 310 lb-ft of torque.

Mazda Kai Concept and VISION Coupe

The Zoom-Zoom brand has been working feverishly behind the scenes to create a new generation of
improvements for its vehicles after the first, popular redesign using SKYACTIV® technology and
KODO: Soul of Motion design. In order to preview of both the looks and the underlying design of the
next generation of its vehicles, Mazda revealed two concepts at the Tokyo Motor Show: the Kai
Concept and the VISION Coupe.

The Kai Concept is a small hatchback rendered in the new design style. The car’s body is held up by
the brand’s new SKYACTIV-VEHICLE ARCHITECTURE platform and powered by the new



SKYACTIV-X engine. The VISION COUPE is a long, low, swooping sports coupe that showcases
Mazda’s future design vision, described as a “more mature expression of KODO.”

Toyota GR Supra Racing Concept

The Toyota Supra is another vehicle name that evokes near-mythical status due to its disappearance
from the market and the many rumors pointing to its return. Finally it has reappeared, even though the
Supra name is only returning as part of a racing concept for the brand’s new Gazoo Racing sports
sub-brand. Even this limited return  is the cause of great celebration, particularly since it could lead to
a returned production version of the Supra sometime soon.

The next year is certain to bring even more impressive and interesting new vehicles onto the world
stage — perhaps even a production vehicle based on the Toyota GR Supra Racing Concept or the
Honda Urban EV concept.
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Overnight Breakfast Recipes
A scrumptious way to start your morning

We all want a warm, savory breakfast in the morning, but most of us (particularly those of us who
aren’t morning people) don’t want to wake up early or exert the effort needed to prepare such a meal.
Luckily, if you plan ahead, you can prepare the dish the night before so it bakes in the slow cooker
and is ready to serve come sunrise.

Slow cooker French toast
casserole

This delightful dish from Meme of
Living Well Kitchen takes only 10
minutes to prep and can bake
overnight. Rip eight slices of bread
into chunks, then whisk them in a
bowl with six large eggs, 1 cup
milk, 1/4 cup brown sugar, 1-1/2
teaspoons cinnamon, 1 teaspoon
vanilla extract and 1/4 teaspoon
salt. Once the bread is coated, let it
soak in the refrigerator for four
hours. When you’re ready to go to
sleep, pour the mixture into a
greased slow cooker and set it to
“warm.” Eight hours later, when
you wake up, you’ll have
sumptuous French toast waiting for
you.

Slow cooker overnight breakfast casserole

If you crave a hearty breakfast, you can’t go wrong with Johnsonville®’s recipe for an overnight
breakfast casserole.

Begin by cooking two packages of maple-flavored breakfast sausage links (Johnsonville-brand
Vermont Maple, if you’re following the recipe exactly) and slice them into pieces. Combine 1 cup
chopped green onions, 1 chopped red bell pepper, a 4-ounce can of diced green chilies, and 1/4 cup
chopped cilantro in a bowl.

When you’re ready to bake, arrange the ingredients in three sets of layers in a greased slow cooker:
1/3 package shredded hash browns, 1/3 of the sausage pieces, and 1/3 of the green onion mixture.
After layering these three times in that order, cover them in a mixture of 12 eggs, 1 cup milk, and
pinches of salt and pepper. After you let the slow cooker sit on low heat for eight hours, you’ll have a
delectable breakfast to serve.

Slow cooker oatmeal

If you have a picky family or group of friends to serve at breakfast time, a warm oatmeal buffet allows
them to customize their bowls with various toppings and provides something for everyone.

Stephanie O’Dea shared this recipe on her blog, A Year of Slow Cooking. You can either use rolled
old-fashioned or steel-cut oats, and your choice of water or milk (cow, soy, almond, etc.). Depending
on how much you want to make, follow the 1:3 ratio — three parts liquid for every one part of oatmeal.

Fill the bottom of the slow cooker with 1 cup water, then place an oven-safe bowl into the bottom of
the basin. Place the oatmeal mixture inside the greased bowl. If you set the slow-cooker on “low” for



the basin. Place the oatmeal mixture inside the greased bowl. If you set the slow-cooker on “low” for
seven hours overnight, the water and heat should cook the oats by morning. Before you serve the
oatmeal, mix in 1/2 cup of cream or milk.

If you want to speed up the process, you could add extra liquid to the mixture, use steel-cut oats, and
directly cook it in the slow cooker’s basin for four hours.

Lay out a variety of toppings that people can drizzle on and mix into their bowls of oatmeal, such as
maple syrup, raisins, peanut butter, fresh-cut fruit, chocolate chips, coconut flakes or nuts.

Whatever food you prefer to eat in the morning, there’s a slow-cooker recipe out there that’s perfect
for you. After all, breakfast is the most important meal of the day.
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6 Most Anticipated Movies of the Summer
Get your tickets early for these summer blockbusters

Summer is synonymous with carefree days, fun in the sun and much-anticipated cinema. After
soaking up some rays or trying to avoid a summer shower, escape into the cold A/C of the theater,
grab a bucket of buttery popcorn and let the following much-hyped movies sweep you away.

“The Incredibles 2”

An animated film from Pixar
Animation Studios and Walt Disney
Pictures is always a crowd- and
family-favorite. The long-awaited
sequel detailing the adventures of
the lovable, crime fighting
superhero family, “The Incredibles,”
hits theaters in June. There’s a bit
of a role reversal in “The
Incredibles 2” as Helen (mom)
heads to work and relinquishes
caregiving duties to Bob (dad). As
everyone adjusts to the changes in
the family dynamics, they also
have to contend with a new villain
as well as the littlest Incredible,
Jack-Jack, coming into his own
powers.

“Solo: A Star Wars Story”

Another glimpse into moviegoers’ favorite galaxy far, far away hits theaters at the end of May with the
release of “Solo: A Star Wars Story.” According to MovieInsider.com, this feature takes “place 10
years prior to Star Wars: Episode IV – A New Hope (1977),” and audiences will get to see the
adventures of Han and his trusted companion, Chewbacca.

“Avengers: Infinity War”

Although this super-powered adventure movie has more of a spring release date (May 4), “Avengers:
Infinity Wars” is the ideal kickoff to a season of sensational cinema. Earth’s favorite protectors, the
Avengers, reunite to fight the evil Thanos who is determined to destroy the planet. No doubt there will
be incredible fight scenes, spectacular special effects and an intense story as these superheroes fight
to save the world once again.

“Mission: Impossible – Fallout”

Summer just isn’t summer without witnessing Tom Cruise doing impossible things, and on July 27
audiences will get to see all he can do and more with the release of “Mission: Impossible – Fallout.” In
this action-packed film, Ethan Hunt (Cruise) uses his extraordinary intelligence, courage and
physicality, along with some help from trusted colleagues, to right a derailed mission.

“Ocean’s 8”

In this installment of the Ocean’s saga, girls get to have all the fun. Debbie Ocean, played by
Oscar-winning actress Sandra Bullock, has set her sights on a seemingly impossible, highly
glamorous, star-studded setting for a heist: the Met Gala. But she can’t do it alone. “Ocean’s 8”
features a female-led cast of characters determined to swindle a necklace, worth a staggering $150
million, from the neck of Daphne Kluger (Anne Hathaway). Audience members should prepare



million, from the neck of Daphne Kluger (Anne Hathaway). Audience members should prepare
themselves for a fast-moving, thrilling time.

“Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation”

Dracula, voiced by Adam Sandler, along with his daughter Mavis (Selena Gomez), son-in-law Johnny
(Andy Samberg) and beloved friends are setting sail for an overdue vacation aboard the Monster
Cruise Ship. Every family vacation, even those of monster families, tends to endure hilarious ups and
downs, and in “Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation,” there’s also love in the air. This animated
feature will transport you and your family on an unforgettable summer vacation.

The above films guarantee your summer will be filled with action, super heroes, hilarious characters
and adventure.
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Spring Planting 101
Basics for creating a beautiful garden that’ll last the year

Nothing indicates that spring has sprung better than a lush garden overflowing with blooming bulbs,
bright greens and fragrant scents. If daffodils and tulips have a special place in your heart or you
dream of adding fresh herbs from your very own garden to your dinner prep routine, these spring
planting lessons can make it all both possible and easy.

Create a blueprint for your
garden

If you’re starting from scratch, it’s
important to hammer out the details
of your garden before you begin
digging. According to Better Homes
and Gardens, first decide on what
you are going to grow — flowers
(annuals or perennials), fruits,
vegetables, herbs or a combination
of the above. The magazine
recommends that you choose your
garden location based on the
needs of what you’re planting.
Avoid direct sunlight for shade
plants and find a sunnier spot for
plants that require healthy doses of
sunshine.

Prep the area

Once you’ve established where the garden will grow, it’s time to renew the ground and soil after the
wrath of winter. If there’s sod where you want to plant, BHG.com says digging it out altogether will
provide the quickest and most effective results.

BHG.com writes: “Soil needs a boost. The solution is simple: organic matter. Add a two- to three-inch
layer of compost, decayed leaves, dry grass clippings, or old manure. If you dig soil, till the organic
matter into the soil. If you decide not to dig or are working with an established bed you can't dig, leave
the organic matter on the surface and it will work its way into the soil in a few months.”

Stick to a schedule

Depending on your neck of woods, early spring might still be too cold to crack the earth, so BHG.com
recommends starting your garden inside by planting seeds in a temporary indoor garden.

If you take this approach, you won’t have to invest in new planters. There are a variety of containers at
your disposal, including some you might already have in your home that are perfect for giving your
seedlings a healthy start. Fix.com writer Laura Newcomer suggests adding soil and seeds to citrus
fruit halves, K-cups, paper cups, yogurt containers, an egg carton, eggshells or ice cube trays. While
these may make for unorthodox planters, they will do the trick perfectly.

Despite the chilliness of early spring, BHG.com says it is the ideal time of year to get potatoes, onions
and artichokes in the ground. Mid-spring should bring sunnier days and more pleasing temperatures,
which makes the recommended chores of building new flower beds, spreading mulch, transplanting
your seedlings and planting “hardy annuals” much easier.

As far as what you should lay down for a vegetable garden or annuals, BHG.com recommends a
variety of mulches that will decompose within a few months. When planting perennials, bark chips or



variety of mulches that will decompose within a few months. When planting perennials, bark chips or
some other long-lasting variety of mulch should hold.

Be patient and diligent

Although it’s your garden, Mother Nature is ultimately the one in control, so you might have to bend to
her will or at least wait until temperatures and conditions improve in order to create the garden of your
dreams. If you don’t see results within the first few weeks, don’t despair. A good garden takes time,
love and tenderness to flourish, and it is essential that you provide all of the above.  

With your soil prepped, seeds planted and mulch laid, you might think your job is done, but you’re just
beginning. A garden is a living, ever-changing ecosystem you’ve created, and it needs ongoing
attention. To keep your garden thriving, BHG.com recommends watering as needed, weeding
regularly and sprinkling a dry fertilizer across your plants when spring is about half over.

Your garden can be as big or as small as you want it to be. With a thorough plan, a strong foundation
and constant attention, your garden will abound with beauty through spring and beyond.
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